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Instructions (On-Site): 
Most important part of doing construction is to take care of people’s well-being 
who works with the material like lime or cement. It is compulsory that they cover 
their hands with gloves and feet with gumboots to avoid any damage to the skin. 
 
Mill for Lime Mortar 
Entire process should be done using lime mortar. Unfortunately if ready lime 
mortar is not available then cement would be used as alternative. Kindly note that 
the structure would last more as compared with one constructed using lime 
mortar. If possible use camel to grind the lime, as using tractor might damage the 
construction of pit due to pressure. Kindly refer to drawing as required, for the 
step mentioned below: 
 
Step 1 - Pit digging 
Observed the pit dug into ground. However, as the stone (to roll and crush) was 
not available, the depth of the pit was dug more than required. Due to which part 
of it needs to be refilled and rammed with water.  
 
Step 2 – PCC in centre as well as peripheral pit 
Proportion of cement, sand and kapchi will be 1:2:3. Allow it to settle for 3 days 
with required curing. Kindly note that in the central pit, metal rod with required 
ball-bearing assembly need to be encased while casting 
 
Step 3 – Stone partition on side of the peripheral pit 
Use stone (dressed on inner side and rough on outer side of pit) with cement 
mortar of 1:2 (cement:sand) proportion. Allow it to settle for 3 days with required 
curing. 
 
Step 4 – Erection of Stone wheel inside the peripheral pit 
Assemble the ball-bearing system in the stone wheel and erect inside the pit such 
that by moving the metal pipe (connecting wheel to the pivotal centre) from the 
outer side allows for smooth rolling of the stone wheel. Do keep the gap of 1-2 
inch between wheel and stone wall. 



General measures for Tanka Construction (Presentation On-Site) 
Specification: 
Circular tanka is preferable instead of rectangular tanka 
1 gani of lime mixture should be added with admixture of 1/2kg gud, 150 gm methi 
and 75 gm gugal dissolved in 4-5lts boiled water  
Plain Lime Concrete-1:2:3 (Lime:Sand:Kapchi) 
Stone Wall Mortar– 1:3 (Lime:Sand) 
Plaster Mortar– 1:2 (Lime:Sand) 
 
Step 1 
Depending upon the size of tank to be created, the pit needs to be excavated. 
Kindly dig 2’ additional to allow entire tank to be below ground. 
 
Step 2 
Floor of the pit needs to be rammed hard with use of water. Floor bed of at least 6 
inches depth to be laid using plain lime concrete and rammed properly. Additional 
strength could be achieved by laying stone diagonally and then sealing the joints 
with lime mortar and applying finish coat of rich lime plaster. 
 
Step 3 
Side wall to be constructed using dressed stone in circular way, with joined 
properly sealed using lime mortar. Plaster on the exterior surface is advisable 
whereas on the interior surface is mandatory. Inside plaster to be applied in two 
layers. First rough plaster of thickness of 3/4 - 1 inch and second smooth plaster of 
thickness of 1/4 - 1/2 inch. 
 
Step 4 
Top of the wall to be covered with stone slabs leaving opening of 2’x2’ for access. 
Slab is covered with PLC and soil on top. Around 2’ wide opening, wall needs to be 
constructed above ground with stone and lime mortar. Metal cover in circular 
shape will fully enclosed the opening. It will not allow the direct sunlight to 
penetrate into the tank. Also inlet of water (collected from roof or catchment) to 
be incorporated while constructing the wall above stone slabs. 
 
Step 5 
Filter system that allows clean water to flow into the tank to be constructed. 



Observations: 
 
Battasar Talab or Lake: 
Relatively less water due to less rainfall. Took sample for test 
Steps and wall created around lake for better access of water 
Large catchment area had to be reduced by building a mud wall in order to avoid 
water coming from railway tracks into the catchment.  
 
Beri in the Lake (Bikaner District) – Genius Water Structure  
To simplify it’s a mini-well into the bed of lake that allows the water collected in 
middle aquifers to percolate into this mini-well, which can be drawn from the 
opening. 
They are 2 feet in diameter to the depth of 80 feet (As mentioned by Gravis 
Coordinator - to be confirmed) 
Wall is constructed in circular form which is most stable structurally. Method of 
dry wall is employed which allow the aquifer below ground to percolate water into 
this mini-well.  
Opening is left open due to faith amongst local people of not to cover it. 
Multiple mini-wells are constructed next to each other. 
 
Old Beri 
Saw to be renovated Beri-took the sample of water from that beri 
Mouth of the opening is 2.5’ diameter. It was directly open without any lid, 
rendering it unsecure for passerby. As the opening goes deeper, the size increases. 
Below the hard stone layer the opening expands and takes the shape of earthen 
pot. Surface inside the opening was worn off due to erosion of soil by water 
directed straight from pipe.  
Saw beri that had been recently renovated externally/superficially, but seem to 
have plaster wash out, due to lack of strength of cement. In terms of renovation, 
the constructed cover was provided with filter system. Cover was constructed 2 
feet higher than ground level with thin lid. Elbow was provided to direct flow of 
water straight into the collection area, rather than eroding side surface inside the 
opening. Filter system was covered with soil to close the inlet of water. 
Saw dilapidated beri due to excess storage of water as well as excess non-
structural way of excavation/de-siltation. Reason of roots of tree damaging the 
beri was also mentioned by locals.  



Making of New Beri as discussed with Jivan ji (Owner/Creator) and Shrikant ji 
(Gravis-Field Coordinator) in village of Kidrat, near Bap, Jodhpur 
Digging is carried out 1.5 feet per day. Initial opening size is 5 feet, out of which 1 
feet wall is constructed, rendering the opening to 3 feet. Wall has been 
constructed using stone and cement mortar (1Cement:5Sand). Thickness of wall is 
1 feet, whereas its depth is 4 feet. Below this Plaster is done directly on the soil 
rough surface with cement mortar (1Cement:3Sand). Primarily four layers exist. 
First one contains the Course Sand to the depth of 3 feet. Second one contains 
mixture of Sand + Lime + Porous Stone to the depth of additional 7 feet. Third one 
contains Hard Stone (to the depth of additional 3 feet) which in fact works as 
structural support of void below as it expands. Fourth and final layer consist of 
Clay Soil which in intentionally dug to the depth of 12 feet. Most important part is 
that this soil holds water within it rather than percolating it. Also most crucial part 
is that the water is filled till 2 feet below this layer starts. This will not liquidate the 
soil below the hard stone layer as well as the hard stone layer itself rendering it 
structurally stable. As and when the fourth layer get eroded due water, de-siltation 
is done which enlarges the volume inside gradually to the optimum shape of 
sphere. Any extra excavation or over filling of water results in failure of the 
structure itself. Life is the beri purely depend on this basic fundamental. 
Unfortunately here cement is used, but using Lime would surely strengthen it more!  
 
Process of making lime out of lime stone in Bikaner Bhatta 
Limestone is quarried near Gajner/Vidya mandir and brought to bhattha. 
Coal is burnt from below and limestone is kept on top of coal. Again layer of coal is 
kept on top of limestone and this layering continues. Coal in this fashion would 
burn the limestone at specific temperature which not only reduces the weight of 
lime but also turns into powder on watering it. This powder could be easily used in 
terms of grinding in mill for construction purpose. 
 
Test required  
Water – Water samples collected of Lake, Beri and Tanka to be tested. 
Lime – Took lime sample that has arrived at site. Cube test to be done to check 
with the strength. New lime sample taken from Bikaner (better quality) needs to 
be tested for future use. 
Soil – To check with the composition of soil – especially clay soil in Beri that holds 
the water. 


